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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You develop an application. You plan to host the application on a set of virtual machines (VMs) in Azure. 

You need to configure Azure Monitor to collect logs from the application. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 



Step 1: Create a Log Analytics workspace. 

First create the workspace. 

Step 2: Add a VMInsights solution. 

Before a Log Analytics workspace can be used with VM insights, it must have the VMInsights solution installed. 

Step 3: Install agents on the VM and VM scale set to be monitored. 

Prior to onboarding agents, you must create and configure a workspace. Install or update the Application Insights Agent
as an extension for Azure virtual machines and VM scalet sets. 

Step 4: Create an Application Insights resource 

Sign in to the Azure portal, and create an Application Insights resource. 



Once a workspace-based Application Insights resource has been created, configuring monitoring is relatively
straightforward. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/vm/vminsights-configure-workspace
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/create-workspace-resource 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure Azure CDN for the Shipping web site. 



Which configuration options should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 



Scenario: Shipping website Use Azure Content Delivery Network (CDN) and ensure maximum performance for dynamic
content while minimizing latency and costs. Tier: Standard Profile: Akamai Optimization: Dynamic site acceleration
Dynamic site acceleration (DSA) is available for Azure CDN Standard from Akamai, Azure CDN Standard from Verizon,
and Azure CDN Premium from Verizon profiles. DSA includes various techniques that benefit the latency and
performance of dynamic content. Techniques include route and network optimization, TCP optimization, and more. You
can use this optimization to accelerate a web app that includes numerous responses that aren\\'t cacheable. Examples
are search results, checkout transactions, or real-time data. You can continue to use core Azure CDN caching
capabilities for static data. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cdn/cdn-optimization-overview 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You are developing an Azure Function app. 

The app must meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Enable developers to write the functions by using the Rust language. 

2. 



Declaratively connect to an Azure Blob Storage account. 

You need to implement the app. 

Which Azure Function app features should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate features to the correct
requirements. Each feature may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between panes or 

scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Custom handler 

Custom handlers can be used to create functions in any language or runtime by running an HTTP server process, for
example Go or Rust. 

Box 2: Trigger 



Functions are invoked by a trigger and can have exactly one. In addition to invoking the function, certain triggers also
serve as bindings. You may also define multiple bindings in addition to the trigger. Bindings provide a declarative way
to 

connect data to your code. 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You are developing a medical records document management website. The website is used to store scanned copies of
patient intake forms. 

If the stored intake forms are downloaded from storage by a third party, the contents of the forms must not be
compromised. 

You need to store the intake forms according to the requirements. 

Solution: 

1. Create an Azure Key Vault key named skey. 

2. Encrypt the intake forms using the public key portion of skey. 

3. Store the encrypted data in Azure Blob storage. Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You develop an app that allows users to upload photos and videos to Azure storage. The app uses a storage REST API
call to upload the media to a blob storage account named Account1. You have blob storage containers named 

Container1 and Container2. 

Uploading of videos occurs on an irregular basis. 

You need to copy specific blobs from Container1 to Container2 when a new video is uploaded. 

What should you do? 

A. Copy blobs to Container2 by using the Put Blob operation of the Blob Service REST API 



B. Create an Event Grid topic that uses the Start-AzureStorageBlobCopycmdlet 

C. Use AzCopywith the Snapshot switch to copy blobs to Container2 

D. Download the blob to a virtual machine and then upload the blob to Container2 

Correct Answer: B 

The Start-AzureStorageBlobCopy cmdlet starts to copy a blob. 

Example 1: Copy a named blob 

C:\PS>Start-AzureStorageBlobCopy -SrcBlob "ContosoPlanning2015" -DestContainer "ContosoArchives" -SrcContainer
"ContosoUploads" 

This command starts the copy operation of the blob named ContosoPlanning2015 from the container named
ContosoUploads to the container named ContosoArchives. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/azure.storage/start-azurestorageblobcopy?view=azurermps-6.13.0 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 

You are working for a company that designs mobile applications. They maintain a server where player records are
assigned to their different games. The tracking system is new and in development. 

The application uses Entity Framework to connect to an Azure Database. The database holds a Player table and Game
table. 

When adding a player, the code should insert a new player record, and add a relationship between an existing game
record and the new player record. 

The application will call CreatePlayerWithGame with the correct gameld and the playerld to start the process. (Line
numbers are included for reference only.) 





For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Many-to-many relationships without an entity class to represent the join table are not yet supported. However, you can
represent a many-to-many relationship by including an entity class for the join table and mapping two separate one-
tomany relationships. 

protected override void OnModelCreating(ModelBuilder modelBuilder) { 

modelBuilder.Entity() 

HasKey(t => new { t.PostId, t.TagId }); 

modelBuilder.Entity() 

HasOne(pt => pt.Post) 

WithMany(p => p.PostTags) 

HasForeignKey(pt => pt.PostId); 

modelBuilder.Entity() 

HasOne(pt => pt.Tag) 

WithMany(t => t.PostTags) 

HasForeignKey(pt => pt.TagId); 



} 

} 

 

QUESTION 7

You are a developer at your company. 

You need to edit the workflows for an existing Logic App. 

What should you use? 

A. the Enterprise Integration Pack (EIP) 

B. the Logic App Code View 

C. the API Connections 

D. the Logic Apps Designer 

Correct Answer: A 

For business-to-business (B2B) solutions and seamless communication between organizations, you can build
automated scalable enterprise integration workflows by using the Enterprise Integration Pack (EIP) with Azure Logic
Apps. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-enterprise-integration-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-author-definitions 

 

QUESTION 8

You are building a web application that performs image analysis on user photos and returns metadata containing
objects identified. The image is very costly in terms of time and compute resources. You are planning to use Azure
Redis Cache 

so duplicate uploads do not need to be reprocessed. 

In case of an Azure data center outage, metadata loss must be kept to a minimum. You need to configure the Azure
Redis cache instance. 

Which two actions should you perform? 

A. Configure Azure Redis with rob persistence 

B. Configure second storage account far persistence. 

C. Set backup frequency to the minimum value. 

D. Configure Azure Redis with AOF persistence 

Correct Answer: BC 

 



QUESTION 9

DRAG DROP 

You are preparing to deploy an application to an Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) cluster. 

The application must only be available from within the VNet that includes the cluster. 

You need to deploy the application. 

How should you complete the deployment YAML? To answer, drag the appropriate YAML segments to the correct
locations. Each YAML segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between 

panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 



To create an internal load balancer, create a service manifest named internal-lb.yaml with the service type
LoadBalancer and the azure-load-balancer-internal annotation as shown in the following example: 

YAML: 

apiVersion: v1 

kind: Service 

metadata: 

name: internal-app 

annotations: 

service.beta.kubernetes.io/azure-load-balancer-internal: "true" spec: 

type: LoadBalancer 

ports: 

-port: 80 selector: app: internal-app 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/internal-lb 

 

QUESTION 10

You need to monitor ContentUploadService accourding to the requirements. 

Which command should you use? 

A. az monitor metrics alert create –n alert –g … - -scopes … - -condition "avg Percentage CPU > 8" 

B. az monitor metrics alert create –n alert –g … - -scopes … - -condition "avg Percentage CPU > 800" 

C. az monitor metrics alert create –n alert –g … - -scopes … - -condition "CPU Usage > 800" 



D. az monitor metrics alert create –n alert –g … - -scopes … - -condition "CPU Usage > 8" 

Correct Answer: B 

Scenario: An alert must be raised if the ContentUploadService uses more than 80 percent of available CPU-cores 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/sv-se/cli/azure/monitor/metrics/alert 

 

QUESTION 11

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure Azure Service Bus to Event Grid integration. 

Which Azure Service Bus settings should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 



Box 1: Premium Service Bus can now emit events to Event Grid when there are messages in a queue or a subscription
when no receivers are present. You can create Event Grid subscriptions to your Service Bus namespaces, listen to
these events, and then react to the events by starting a receiver. With this feature, you can use Service Bus in reactive
programming models. 

To enable the feature, you need the following items: 

A Service Bus Premium namespace with at least one Service Bus queue or a Service Bus topic with at least one
subscription. Contributor access to the Service Bus namespace. 

Box 2: Contributor 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-messaging/service-bus-to-event-grid-integration-
concept 

 

QUESTION 12

HOTSPOT 

You are developing an Azure Function App by using Visual Studio. The app will process orders input by an Azure Web
App. The web app places the order information into Azure Queue Storage. 

You need to review the Azure Function App code shown below. 



NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: No 

ExpirationTime - The time that the message expires. 

InsertionTime - The time that the message was added to the queue. 



Box 2: Yes 

maxDequeueCount - The number of times to try processing a message before moving it to the poison queue. Default
value is 5. 

Box 3: Yes 

When there are multiple queue messages waiting, the queue trigger retrieves a batch of messages and invokes function
instances concurrently to process them. By default, the batch size is 16. When the number being processed gets down 

to 8, the runtime gets another batch and starts processing those messages. So the maximum number of concurrent
messages being processed per function on one virtual machine (VM) is 24. 

Box 4: Yes 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-functions/functions-bindings-storage-queue 
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